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About Us
Bear-Paw Regional Greenways is a land
trust with a mission to conserve a
network of lands that permanently
protects our region’s water, wildlife
habitat, forests, and farmland.
Established by resident volunteers,
Bear-Paw works to conserve open
space through outreach, education,
and land protection project assistance.
Our goal is to safeguard our irreplaceable water resources, important wildlife
habitat and travel routes, and productive
forests and farms.

A New Walking Trail Loop for a
Bear-Paw Easement
By Katrina Amaral

The Clay Pond Conservation Area encompasses over 900 acres of conserved lands
adjacent to Bear Brook State Park in Hooksett. This network of wetlands and forest
hosts a great variety of species, from large mammals in need of large spaces like moose to
animals with specialized habitat requirements like turtles and warblers. The protection
of this large block of open space would not have been possible without the support of
many organizations: NH DES, LCHIP, NH Fish & Game, the Hooksett Conservation
Commission, the Open Space Institute, and many private landowners. This summer,
we were lucky enough to add another conservation partner to the mix: a trail crew from
the AmeriCorps Student Conservation Association served for 10 days constructing a
link trail.

We envision a region of scenic beauty
and rural character where diversity
and quality of life are sustained.
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AmeriCorp Student Conservation Association volunteers Sydney, Rocio, Courtney, Sam, Steve, and Eric pause
for a photo op on the new Clay Pond Conservation Area trail. PHOTO CREDIT: KATRINA AMARAL

The Clay Pond area is open to low-impact recreation such as hiking, photography,
hunting, mountain biking, and snowmobiling. The objective of the SCA’s service was
to create a loop that will provide a nice walking trail for people while directing them
away from sensitive wildlife habitat. Turtles in particular require wetlands for breeding,
shelter, and food, but they also must be able to access warm, sandy upland habitat to lay

Continued on page 2

Gathering
My Thoughts
What’s important
to you?
This summer, while walking
through the woods near
our house, I got to thinking
about what is important
to me. Certainly, it is very
important to me to see all
the progress Bear-Paw is
making in conserving land
in the Bear-Paw region. And
it is important to me that
there are plentiful opportunities to continue to do so.
It is also important to me that I can
depend on our board members and our
volunteers to support our organization.
They have put countless hours into
making Bear-Paw a success. We would
not be able to meet our goals without
their tireless and unselfish efforts.
The friendships that I have
developed in the Bear-Paw family are
also important to me. It is hard for me
to describe the joy I have interacting
with like-minded people who truly care
about each other.
So what’s important to me? Being
part of Bear-Paw and working with all
the wonderful people that make up this
organization. My hope is that Bear-Paw
is important to you, too.

A New Walking Trail Loop continued...
their eggs. Bear-Paw consulted with Fish & Game to ensure that the new trail would
minimize disturbance to turtles.
Sydney, Rocio, Courtney, Sam, Steve, and Eric came from all different parts of the
country and spent the summer building trails throughout New Hampshire. These
hardworking volunteers are helping to enhance and protect New Hampshire’s natural
areas during their ten month term of service. We shared a fondness for doughnuts and
a love of the outdoors. The crew worked hard - through rainstorms and hornet nests and they were very attentive to Bear-Paw’s concerns about habitat impact. They did not
encounter many people while working on the new trail but they did see plenty of birds,
frogs, caterpillars, and dragonflies.
Over the course of the ten days, the crew used chainsaws for only a few hours. The
rest of the work was done entirely by hand: breaking up roots, moving rocks, digging
down to hard-packed soil, and dragging hazard trees away. They planned to spend the
final day “re-naturalizing” the trail. By the time the leaves are down in the fall the trail
will look like any other small footpath through the woods - but we will remember the
hard work and thought that went into its construction.
**The new trail may be subject to seasonal closures: due to previous logging activities
some of the old roads are now lower than the surrounding forest, which means
they flood and act as nurseries for baby frogs and salamanders (isn’t it amazing how
nature adapts?).

Best regards,
Hal Kreider, Board Chairperson
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The SCA volunteers created the loop on the Clay Pond Conservation Area. The “You Are Here” designates a
parking area.

Visit our website to see this map–and all the images in the
newsletter–in full color.

ILLUSTRATIONS
Al Jaeger

www.bear-paw.org/newsletters
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IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO SUPPORT BEAR-PAW REGIONAL GREENWAYS, OR TO RECEIVE MORE

Bear-Paw’s Village
By Grace Mattern

It really does take a village to nourish growth – or the people of eleven towns who want to
protect the land around them. People who value time on a trail surrounded by hemlocks
and oaks, or at the edge of a marshy pond ringed with wild blueberry bushes. People who
are thrilled to see a bobcat walk through the front yard and who listen to loons and eagles
and coyotes. People who want to buy fresh, local produce and maple syrup.
The work of Bear-Paw helps make experiences like these possible, and Bear-Paw
has been sustained and supported by its Board of Directors, volunteers, members,
donors and landowners over the past several months, a time of transition and renewed
commitment.
With the staff changes Bear-Paw experienced in the past year, the efforts of community
members have made a real difference. Dozens of people have donated hundreds of hours
of their time. The Board of Directors focused on ensuring that operations and land
protection projects wouldn’t be interrupted. Board members Mimi Jost and Bruce Adami
have kept the office running and managed the finances with the help of volunteers.
The Board contracted with Katrina Amaral to work as a Land Protection Specialist
and she’s kept the essential conservation and stewardship work of Bear-Paw running
smoothly, with the stellar assistance of volunteer Mark West. Other volunteers have been
critical to Bear-Paw’s ability to keep moving forward, many of them literally helping to
move the office to our new location in Northwood.
The next step in Bear-Paw’s evolution is to hire an Executive Director to lead the
organization into the next phase of growth. As of this printing, a Search Committee
comprised of Board members and volunteers is
reviewing and interviewing candidates.
Thank you to everyone in the village of BearPaw supporters who contributed to Bear-Paw’s
success during this time of transition. We look
forward to continuing our work together as an
engaged and committed community.

Dennis handled the eight heavy
file cabinets with Betsy’s help.

Extraordinary
Volunteers!
Two volunteers who have been essential
to Bear-Paw’s success over the past several months deserve special notice.
Bob Cote has taken on the role of
bookkeeper for Bear-Paw. Although
Bob has over 15 years of experience
managing the accounting for his
engineering and marketing businesses,
adjusting to the differences of a nonprofit organization has, in Bob’s words,
“kept me on my toes!” We’re grateful
that Bob balances so well on his toes
and has contributed his time and
expertise to fulfilling such a crucial role.
Mark West, a former board member
and long-time supporter, has devoted
countless hours to ensuring the land
protection work of Bear-Paw continues
undisturbed. He has served as the
point person on conservation projects,
helping to guide the work of our Land
Protection Specialist. His conservation
experience and knowledge, along with
his dedication and passion for the work
of Bear-Paw, have been invaluable.
Thank you, Bob and Mark, for
stepping up and making sure Bear-Paw
can continue our work towards creating
a network of land to protect our
region’s natural resources.

PHOTO CREDIT: HARMONY ANDERSON
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Bob Cote sorted out both software
and hardware complications for
the office.
PHOTO CREDIT: HARMONY ANDERSON
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INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL 603.463.9400, OR E-MAIL US AT INFO@BEAR-PAW.ORG.
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T H R E E PAT H S TO L A N D P ROT E C T I O N
Deerfield Adds Permanent Protection to the 179-acre
Edythe Boisvert Town Forest
By Frank Mitchell

This was one of those projects that took a long time to
complete, with initial landowner contacts in1998, purchase
as a town forest in 2012 and completion of a Bear-Paw
conservation easement in 2019. It was worth it. The property
sits on the south side of Nottingham Mountain, abutting
the Epsom town line. It also abuts the 300 acre Olsen/
Villnave Conservation Easement, held by the Society for the
Protection of NH Forests that includes the summit of the
mountain – the highest spot in Rockingham County. That
land in turn connects with about 1,000 acres of public and
private conserved land in Epsom and Deerfield. The Boisvert
Town Forest includes some very special features: it has a
healthy forest, a stream, open ledges, and it adds considerably
to conservation in a Bear-Paw priority conservation area, the
8,000+ acre Lamprey Headwaters block of land. It is one of
Bear-Paw’s more remote and wild easement properties, with
critical value to wide ranging wildlife species. It also includes

the historic Dow-Wiggin cemetery, where the land’s former
settlers are interred, and foundations of the buildings they
once occupied.
The Boisvert family bought the property in 1959 and
enjoyed it as a summer retreat, where they camped for many
years. Edythe Boisvert contacted the Deerfield Conservation
Commission about possible conservation options for the
land. The idea took root in 2010 when Edythe’s son Richard
wrote to the Conservation Commission offering to sell the
property for conservation so that no one would ever “clear
cut or develop it.” The Conservation Commission negotiated
a sale agreement, secured town meeting and Select Board
approval, and purchased the land in 2012. Recognizing that
simply designating a property “town forest” does not insure
permanent protection, Deerfield took steps to place a BearPaw conservation easement on the Boisvert Town Forest as it
has done with other town forests in recent years.

Two Landowners Choose Conservation
By Harmony Anderson

A Gift of Land
Nancy Mathes became the sole owner of a forested parcel
of land separate from other family-owned properties. It lies
along Route 107, North Road, in Deerfield just past the
Freese Pond property with a quarter mile of undeveloped
frontage and 50+ acres of good dry upland woodland. What
would she choose to do with this property?
Fortunately for those of us who value protecting
undeveloped land, Nancy decided to place a conservation
easement on the entire property without requiring a reserve
right for even one home. Furthermore, once the property
was permanently protected with a Bear-Paw conservation
easement, she deeded the land to Bear-Paw to remain as a
Bear-Paw Preserve.
An important value of this property is its direct abutment
along the length of its northwest boundary with the 56 acre
McGarry easement. The stream that runs across the middle
of the Preserve is a headwater tributary of the Lamprey River
system. Good logging practices were carried out in the past,
and the combination of new growth and older growth trees
provide varied habitat for wildlife. As the land slopes uphill
toward the McGarry easement, the views are internal of
historic stonewalls and forest understory and canopy. Old
logging trails provide a basis for possible trails, and meanwhile
wildlife can enjoy Nancy’s gift of this Preserve.
4
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Circle: Nancy Mathes PHOTO CREDIT: HARMONY ANDERSON Above: The Mathes
Preserve forest reflected in the neighboring marsh. PHOTO CREDIT: FRANK MITCHELL
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Historic stonewalls define a cow path on Jay and Patricia Hickey’s farm.
PHOTO CREDIT: KATRINA AMARAL

Private Land Protected
Way up Sanborn Hill from Center Hill Road in Epsom is the
very last house before the road turns to a rutted track through
the woods. The house is the centuries-old colonial on Jay and
Patricia Hickey’s McCoy Mountain Christmas Tree Farm. From
the cleared farmland beyond the house and barns is a long view
all the way to Mount Kearsarge, a blue mound in the distance.
Jay and Patricia each brought children to their marriage
and raised the five of them on the farm. The kids are grown
now, but the memories of when they were young and built
forts in the woods, helped with various animals owned at one
time or another, or assisted with mowing to keep the wide
fields open still linger. The Hickeys were determined that the
farm would remain undeveloped.

In 2009, Jay and Patricia donated a Bear-Paw conservation
easement on 46 acres of the farm that lay across the road
from the house. This spring of 2019 they completed a second
donated easement on the 68 acres that run beyond the house
through the fields and across Leighton Brook into the forest
on “the back forty.” That forested portion lies in the “highest
ranked” category for wildlife habitat in the New Hampshire
Wildlife Action Plan.
It is worth a reminder that a “donated” easement does not
mean land is given away. The landowner keeps the property,
but has extinguished development potential without asking
payment for that development value. Bear-Paw thanks Jay
and Patricia Hickey for their generous addition to valuable
protected lands in our region!

603.463.9400
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The
Envelope,
Please
By Bruce Adami

Enclosed in this newsletter you’ll find a donation
envelope addressed to
Bear-Paw. Here on this page
is information about our
successful 2019 Breakfast
in the Barn. Perhaps you
missed the Breakfast and
would appreciate another
chance to support Bear-Paw.
Or maybe reading about our
land protection projects we
have been working on has
inspired you. Maybe you have yet to
make a gift in 2019. The envelope is
the perfect opportunity to help us
financially as we continue this good
work. Thank you in advance!

Thanks to All
Our Breakfast
2019 Corporate
Sponsors!
Kitz Family Farm
Candia First Stoppe Country
Store
Crafts Appraisal Associates Ltd.
Dill Family Farm
Heritage True Value Hardware
and Corner Market
Meyer Family Dentistry
New Hampshire Land
Consultants
Northwood Garage
Parade Properties
ReVision Energy LLC
Ridgeview Construction
Severino Trucking

Another Win for Land Conservation
at the Breakfast in the Barn
By Harmony Anderson

It was a misty cool morning for the Breakfast in the Barn
on May 4th making a jacket comfortable dining attire in
the big red Kitz barn. But good food, good company and
inspiration from four speakers moved generous donors to
bring in over $45,000 for land conservation in our BearPaw region topping even the gifts of past Breakfasts.
Cynthia Wyatt, a founder and board member of
Moose Mountain Regional Greenways, spoke about the work of our neighboring land
trust. Some of the protected Moose Mountain parcels directly abut conserved Bear-Paw
properties as we build greenways across town lines.
Dave Stewart, who conserved his farm on McClary Hill in Epsom in 2007, now runs
Blasty Bough Brewery there. He spoke about the value of his own property as a place to
make a living—he’ll soon be growing his own hops there—but also as a place where he
is happy to host walks among the woods and wetlands where his property sits near the
top of one of Bear-Paw’s largest tracts without paved roads.
Susan Arnold, Conservation Vice President of the Appalachian Mountain Club,
invited us to take pause and recall a moment in our lives when we first felt a connection
to nature. It was quiet as we each found our own memory. Susan spoke about the power
of those memories bringing us together as a community
to work for land conservation.
Alison Parodi, long-time chair of the Epsom
Conservation Commission, told us of her long journey
to our Bear-Paw region. Her parents came from the
Netherlands, and lived in a tightly built development
in Miami when she was born. Their move farther north
landed her in an actual Levittown on Long Island.
Life’s changes finally took her away from closely packed
housing and into the woods on a hill in Epsom. And
there, she says, “I knew at last I had come home.”
As we Breakfast guests offered resources for land
conservation, we were reminded that, after all, we are
protecting our home.
Alison Parodi-Bieling shared the story
Thanks to all who generously allow this work to
of her journey from the Netherlands
to Epsom. PHOTO CREDIT: ROBERT BENNETT
continue!

After the meal it’s time to answer the call for support. PHOTO CREDIT: ROBERT BENNETT
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Calendar of Events
Fall & Winter

Join us for the
Annual Meeting!

All programs are free and open to the public unless noted otherwise. Please pre-register at
info@bear-paw.org, www.bear-paw.org, or 603.463.9400 so we can be sure to have adequate
materials for everyone or to notify participants of any changes.

January 25, 2020
Hooksett Public Library

Wildlife in the Autumn
Landscape
Saturday, October 26 • 11 am–3 pm •
Mulligan Forest area Nottingham
Naturalist Paul Miliotis and other Bear-Paw
volunteers will lead us through a variety
of habitats to observe wildlife in autumn
mode. We’ll keep an eye and ear out for
both resident and migrating birds, insects
either active or in gall form, and plants
that provide fall and winter forage. Join us
as we observe the autumn landscape as its
inhabitants get ready for winter.

Black Friday #Optoutside Walk
on the Candia’s Deerfield Road
Conservation Area
Friday, November 29 • 10 am–12 noon •
Route 43, Candia
The well-marked trails on this Candia town
forest had to be re-routed when beavers
decided to create a pond home across one
trail. Let’s take a walk to see what those
beavers have been doing lately and see what
preparations they are making for winter.

Winter Solstice Walk on the
Anderson Easement
Saturday, December 21 • 3–5 pm •
Strafford Road, Strafford
Will third time be the charm for a
Bear-Paw solstice celebration? Ill weather
canceled two previous tries, but with luck

we’ll walk the forest access trails on this
33-acre easement and finish with hot cider
and hot dogs at a big bonfire if there is
snow, or small patio flame if not.

Bear-Paw Annual Meeting with
Sandra Houghton
Saturday, January 25 • 9 am–3:30 pm •
Hooksett Public Library, Hooksett
See the sidebar for more details.

Winter Wildlife Sign Search
Saturday, February 22 • 10 am–12 noon
• Lindsay-Flanders Town Forest
Easement, Deerfield
Join natural resource specialist Frank
Mitchell on this property across from the
Deerfield Town Hall as he helps us see
tracks and other wildlife signs it could be
easy to miss. This is not a long or difficult
walk but we’ll take our time examining the
environment carefully.

Hooksett Library Saturday Morning Series
Pelts, Skulls, Tracks and Scat of New Hampshire Fur-bearers
February 15 • 10–11:30 am

Wildlife Encounters with Live Native
and Non-native Animals
March 21 • 10–11:30 am

A PowerPoint all about Beavers
with NH Fish and Game’s
Patrick Tate
April 25 • 10–11:00 am

603.463.9400
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Please join us for Bear-Paw’s annual
meeting on Saturday morning January
25th at the Hooksett Public Library.
Bear-Paw looks forward to sharing

with members the news of our past
transitional year and the good news of
our principal mission--successful land
protection projects.
Sandra Houghton, Wildlife
Diversity Biologist, will be the keynote
speaker, sharing her presentation, Bat
Conservation in New Hampshire. Due to
white-nose syndrome, habitat loss, and
other threats, all of New Hampshire’s
bat species are listed as Endangered,
Threatened, or Species of Special
Concern. Landowners and managers can
help bats by protecting and maintaining
suitable habitats. Come to our annual
meeting to learn about the ecology of
New Hampshire bats, and what you can
do to help local bats.
Ms. Houghton works at NH Fish &
Game: Nongame and Endangered
Wildlife Program; she focuses on
implementation of the Wildlife Action
Plan, including working on
wildlife connectivity and bat
conservation.
We will also have our
usual raffle of interesting
donated items, and that
hearty lunch everyone enjoys
each year. Contributions from
our members for either the
raffle or the lunch are always
welcome. Please call or email
the office if you’d like to bring
a crockpot for lunch or have
a raffle item to offer.
After lunch and the raffle
distributions, there will
be a walk on a Bear-Paw
conservation property. Watch
for your mailed invitation
with more details in January!

Post Office Box 19
Deerfield, NH 03037

A New Loop Trail to Enjoy in Hooksett – page 1
What’s New at Bear-Paw? – page 3
It’s All about Bats at the Annual Meeting! – page 7
See all the events in the calendar on page 7.

The Search for a New Executive
Director is Underway!
Bear-Paw is engaged in a multistep process as we search for a new Executive Director.
During July, the Board of Directors brainstormed the core competencies of the person
we’re seeking and met with long-time leaders in the conservation movement for advice
and counsel. The job listing was posted in August on our website and other social media
as well as several sites for professionals in the environmental and nonprofit fields.
A Search Committee was formed consisting of current board members Grace
Mattern, Al Jaeger, Bonnie Beaubien, and Jeff Kantorowski, and three past board
members whom many know not only from their time with Bear-Paw, but because each
has a statewide reputation in conservation work—Phil Auger, Ellen Snyder, and Mark
West. The Committee will conduct initial interviews with qualified candidates, then
bring finalists to the board for consideration.
While the work of the Search Committee is confidential, at a recent board meeting,
Committee member Jeff Kantorowski smiled and said, “I am very optimistic!

Land under Bear-Paw
easements. . . . . 7,827 acres
Bear-Paw Preserves
(owned land) . . . 1,674 acres
Total land
protected . . . . . 9,501 acres

Follow Us

www.facebook.com/
BearPawRegionalGreenways
@BearPawTweets

MAILING ADDRESS

Bear-Paw Regional Greenways
PO Box 19, Deerfield, NH 03037
PHYSICAL ADDRESS

1557 First NH Turnpike
Northwood, NH
603.463.9400 • info@bear-paw.org
www.bear-paw.org

